
This call is addressed to scientists who wish to be considered for integrating the FCT Evaluation Panels.

To submit your EOI please complete the following form. In each section/sub-section there is a brief explanation of what 

is required. 

Please complete the EOI Form in English. It should take about 30 minutes. Do not forget to save your answers 

regularly.

Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia

Expression of Interest (EOI) - Evaluation Panels

Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.

Eligibility

To continue with the application you must answer "Yes" to all questions

* PhD degree

 Yes

* Affiliation with a Research or Higher Education Institution or with a Company 

 Yes

* Excellent knowledge of the English language (written and oral) 

 Yes

* Minimum of 5 years of professional experience after obtaining the doctoral degree 

 Yes

* Supervision/Co-supervision of at least 2 PhD students that have successfully defended their thesis at 

the EOI submission date 

 Yes

* I hereby certify that the information provided above is true and correct

 Yes

Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia

Expression of Interest (EOI) - Evaluation Panels

Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.

1. Personal Details 

* Full Name 

Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia

Expression of Interest (EOI) - Evaluation Panels



* FCT Association Key

Please type your Association Key to Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT) here (if not applicable 

answer "N/A"). Please note this key is very important to consult your CV on FCT-SIG. Please keep it 

updated

* Please confirm your FCT Association Key

* Professional Position

 Please indicate your professional position (Full/Assistant Professor, Research Fellow, etc)

* Professional Affiliation

Please indicate (when not applicable answer "N/A") the University, Department, Research Centre or 

other (e.g. Company, Organization, other Institution not mentioned above) you are currently affiliated 

with

University

Department

Research Centre

Other

* Year of Birth 

(yyyy) 

Only numbers may be entered in this field

* Nationality 

* Gender 

 Female 

 Male
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Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.

2. Contact Details

* Email

Please indicate your email address

* Phone

Please indicate your work phone number including country code and extension

* Address

Please indicate your complete professional address

* City

Please indicate the city where you currently work

 Webpage

Please indicate your professional webpage link
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Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.



3. Professional Experience

* Please indicate the year of your PhD degree

(yyyy) 

Only numbers may be entered in this field

* Please indicate the scientific area of your expertise

* Please indicate the scientific sub-area of your expertise

* Scientific Specialization and Major Scientific or Technological Achievements. Please indicate any major 

funding received

Please indicate your past research background and the area(s) of expertise/research interests, as well as 

the methodologies you currently use on your work. Indicate also your major scientific or technological 

achievements and any major funding received to your research (Max. 1500 characters)

* Field(s) of Expertise

Please indicate the 5 keywords that better describe your primary interests/expertise

1

2

3

4

5

                                         

               

Anthropology

Anthropology of Religion



* Membership on Scientific, Advisory, Editorial or Evaluation Boards, etc

Specifically indicate if you were already a member of an Evaluation Panel. In this case, specify your 

function and indicate the funding agency (Max. 700 characters)

 Bibliometry

Please provide the information as indicated

Total number of publications

Total number of publications in international peer reviewed journals

Number of published book chapters

Number of published books

Total number of patents

h-index

 Other bibliographical indicators (average citations, researcherID, etc)

 Relevant Publications

Please indicate your 5 most relevant publications. For each publication indicate the total number of 

citations ("N/A" if unknown) and comment on its importance in one sentence

For each publication, indicate all authors (et al. is allowed only for papers with more than 10 authors), 

year, complete title, journal, page numbers and DOI. Write your name in capital letters. If you are the 

corresponding author sign it with an asterisk behind your name (e.g. *Smith EJ)

Template: SMITH A, Smith B, Smith C, Smith D, Smith AL, Smith CMGA, Smith MJ, Smith AL, Smith EJ, 

2013, Title of the article, Journal where the article was published (if possible, abbreviated according to 

the Chemical Abstract Service Source Index (CASSI)), 111 (1), 111-111; doi: 11.1111/BJ11111111

Exclude publications in preparation or submitted



* Publication 1

Publication

Total number of citations

Importance (Max. 500 characters)

* Publication 2

Publication

Total number of citations

Importance (Max. 500 characters)

* Publication 3

Publication

Total number of citations

Importance (Max. 500 characters)

* Publication 4

Publication

Total number of citations

Importance (Max. 500 characters)

* Publication 5

Publication

Total number of citations

Importance (Max. 500 characters)



* Please indicate the number of successfully supervised PhD students

Supervised

Co-supervised

Total
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Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.

4. Motivation

* Please indicate your motivations to become a member of a FCT Evaluation Panel

Please explain why you are interested in participating in a FCT Evaluation Panel and specify how your 

professional expertise/experience would be an important contribution to this function (Max. 2000 

characters)

 Please indicate if you would be available to become the Chair of the Evaluation Panel

 Yes 

 No 

 No answer
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Please do not forget to save your answers regularly by selecting the option “resume later”. If not the 

session may expire and your data may be lost.

5. Other Questions

 Please indicate if you allow us to keep your data

 Yes 

 No 

 No answer



 Please indicate if you would be interested in collaborating with FCT in other evaluation exercises

 Yes 

 No 

 No answer

 Please indicate if you allow FCT to suggest your name to other Financing Agencies when solicited 

 Yes 

 No 

 No answer

Please note this is the END of the survey. Check all the answers you gave and only then select "submit". 

You will not be able to revise yours answers after submiting the form. Thank you for participating in this 

survey!


